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stephen fry as ramanujans friend g.h. hardy and arunoday singh as ramanujan, rani mukherji as his
mother, devika bhise as ramanujan's biographer narasimha swami, amrita rao as g. hardy's wife,
shweta menon as g. hardy's daughter katherine and mukul dev as ramchandra. the man who knew
infinity tells the story of the exceptional mathematician srinivasa ramanujan (dev patel) who used
his mathematical genius to discover the mathematical secrets of infinity. after his death,
ramanujan's biography and life was forgotten until a british mathematician, g. hardy (jeremy irons),
came across a letter in which ramanujan had mysteriously predicted that the number of prime
numbers would be infinite. the film narrates the journey of ramanujan from a boy who couldn't read
or write to the world-renowned mathematician and his subsequent life. the man who knew infinity is
a biographical drama movie directed by vishal bhardwaj and produced by prakash jha. the film stars
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of the exceptional mathematician srinivasa ramanujan (dev patel) who used his mathematical genius
to discover the mathematical secrets of infinity. after his death, ramanujan's biography and life was
forgotten until a british mathematician, g.
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